
STARTING KARTING AT FP4
FP4 Kart Club is a four stoke kart championship racing at some of the best kart tracks in the
South of England.

Four stroke kart engines are great. They are more reliable, need less servicing/rebuilds and
they cost less.
FP4 Kart Club run two classes of 4 Stroke Karts, World Formula & Prokart. More
information on these later as you need to know where we race.

FP4 Kart Club race as a visiting championship and have the privilege of racing during the
MSA meetings at Forest Edge, Camberley, Clay Pigeon, Dunkeswell, Rissngton and Bayford
Meadows. We also run a non-championship round at the beginning and the end of the
racing season at Thruxton.

The club ethos has always been to offer affordable, competitive kart racing to all ages and
ability. FP4 is known as a friendly club and you will have no shortage of help should you need
it on a race day.

Your first step should be to contact us and then come along to a race day to see how it all
works before you buy your kart. This will help you choose which class is best suited to you
and may save you money. The karts and engines must conform to MSA safety and technical
regulations. Don’t worry it’s not that daunting and FP4 can give you all the help you need.

The two classes of 4 stroke karts
World Formula

World Formula Class uses a single 4 stroke Briggs and Stratton 203cc race engine.
These engines are specifically produced for racing and as such slightly more specialised than
the Hondas.

You can use any chassis conforming to MSA direct drive regulations. (most 2 stroke chassis)
To keep things even, fair and competitive the class uses control tyres and has a minimum
weight restriction of 165Kg (Kart & Driver weight at the end of the race) this helps to ensure
it is the driver’s preparation and ability making the difference.



PROKART
Prokart Class (Senior Honda) is a twin engine class. It uses the very poplar and bullet proof
Honda GX160 engines.

This kart chassis is specifically built for 2 engines and conform to MSA regulations.
The advantage of using these karts and engines is that they are relatively cheap and in
plentiful supply.

The class uses the same control tyres as the World Formula’s and has a minimum weight
restriction of 180Kg (Kart & Driver weight at the end of the race). There is also a 200Kg class
for the heavier kart and driver combination.

There are ProKarts available on eBay and kart specific websites (Take care though as some
Prokarts come with twin 200cc or modified engines: you will not be allowed to race with
these engines).
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